
 

 

 

LIFE CAN BE EXCITING 
 

                    ( D-major ) 

 

 
     D        e 

1. Take a look of all the nice things  in this great, fantastic world, 
  G     h       A 

    that we are paying to live for, besides power , money pearls. 
      fis     h 

    See the flowers on the wayside in their beauty, color`s play, 
      e         D         A 

    the first sunbeams, that are rising  and proclaim a new rich day.. 

 

  

2. Golden fields are undulating   softly in the summer wind, 

   listen, how the birds are singing gliding on their tender wings, 

   and enjoy the starry nights,   wrapped in by the silence of the dark, 

   walk in forests, green and straggling, through a fragrant, chilling park. 

 
        h    D    G        D 

Refr.:  Well, life can be so exciting,  if you just see the best. 
      fis                h          e  D    A 

       May clouds occur, storms rising, any tempest shows regress. 
       F      C 

       Not rejecting all the bad things, not escaping knowingly, 
    F           A        A4 A 

       You`ll perceive the worth of beauty live in contentment, harmony. 

 

  

3.  A nice word, a friendly glance   and a gesture of good will, 

    a child getting a present  and the wish, that is fulfilled. 

    And a handshake, that sets signs  for friendship and for sympathy. 

    But last and not least that love  connecting us with fervency. 

 

4.  Thanks for all your lucky time  embellishing your life, 

    for the smile ending your disputes for the aims, that we can strive, 

    for the act, that you had rescued  out of deep necessity, 

    and for people lending help,  for compassion, charity. 

 

5.  We take a lot of things for granted, don`t regard the giving source, 

    Pass over or forget the fact,  things can change for us, of course. 

    But if you recognize the moments   as a gift and as a chance, 

    you will flourish like the rose, and to heaven you`ll advance. 
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